RETURN TO LEARN
AUGUST 11TH, 2020
AGENDA
*LAST MEETING WAS JULY 28TH
AUGUST 4, WE DID NOT MEET

Members
Laurie Boland, Jr./Sr. High Representative, X
Jim Burchers, Chief Maintenance
Mary Charlton, Parent Representative, epidemiologist, X
Andy Cutter, Board Member/Parent
Tim Foley, Jr./Sr. High Assistant Principal
Abigail Kaska, Student Representative
Dan Livorsi, Parent Representative, infectious disease doctor, X
Jess Pizana, Tech Director Regina Education Center
Larry Pohren, Jr./Sr. High representative
Glenn Plummer, Jr./Sr. High Principal, X
Kris Rutt, K-6 teacher representative
Melinda Shetler, Board President/parent, X
Shane Schemmel, Communication and Marketing Director, X
Kelly Starr, Elementary Assistant Principal, X
Celeste Vincent, Elementary Principal, X
X= present
Meeting started at 9:04 a.m. (big storm yesterday and some people unable to join)
Agenda
1. Survey Results (Glenn screen shared)
*Latest survey was July 28th-August 5
*Quick glance, 371 responses.
We will start in-person, on-site learning on August 24th.
What is your feeling at the current time for your child?
PreK-6
I feel comfortable with my student returning
167

7-12
135

I do not feel comfortable with my student returning

46

35

I am unsure at this time

48

29

Which instructional delivery option would you and your family prefer for the 2020-2021
school year? Please know that this is not a vote to determine which option we will be
going with this year or a binding decision.
On-site
Remote
Hy-Brid
PreK-6
7-12

158
123

38
27

66
49

*Majority indicating comfort to return learning in person. Support of school fully in person.
Committee went through the rest of the survey together.
19% of our families indicated that they have a lack of adult supervision if not in session full
time.
Follow-up on August 8th emails from committee members.
Discussion with the Hybrid version and thinking about concern of jr/sr. high students mixing
during lunch times. Do we need to provide another option?
Discussion that Hybrid means something different for each district.
Feedback from some families to committee members about wanting further exploration of
hybrid options.
Discussion of do families understand what in person will really look like? Minimum of 3 feet
between desks.
Discussion of personal level of risk anyone takes during co-vid depending on where they go.

Encourage families to go through the power point again before doing the next survey.
Elementary- not switching classes, staying with homeroom, cohort students
Jr/Sr. High- less control over lunch.
Face Coverings Discussion
Masks- all day every day. May need to figure out time for a mask break.
Gators- New information has come out in a study and committee may need to amend the
information for this covering. Mary is looking into results of the study.
Extra-curricular
Glenn shared discussion among schools(conference) on masks, face coverings for sports and
their fans attending events. Discussion of volleyball, cross country, fall play.
Foundation
Foundation will be hosting a recognition of the new building on August 23rd. Social distancing
and masks required, as well as, additional cleaning after gathering.
Action items
-Research hybrid possibility for Regina. Work quickly given that ICCSD has a deadline of the
14th or the 16th for committing. Comment on number of our particular families that could handle
this choice.
-JCPH- update on their response was shared and it depends on each individual organization. No
follow-up needed. Glenn still attending weekly meetings with them. Follow-up on email from a
board member
-Travel Restrictions- some information coming from diocese. Committee discussed, no extra
guidance at this time/no extra restrictions at this time.
-Define the choices very clearly for next survey. Define changing time (semester/trimester)
-Getting ready for new teachers and teacher meetings
-Administrators will work on getting the next parent survey out today or tomorrow.

-Clarification on no AM/PM for elementary students.
-Emphasis on parents needing to change/pivot from in person to at home learning right away
depending on circumstances. Discussion of Co-Vid tab on website for 24/7 reporting of
confirmed cases.
-Discussion of meeting times as we begin to have in-service meetings for teachers. May need to
change meeting times.
Thank you again to all committee members for their hard work and time commitment.
Committee went longer than assigned two hours, concluded at 11:28.

